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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Reflex Theatre’s New Shows Help Young People Make The Right Choice! 

Norwich, UK – Reflex Theatre are putting their faith in young people with their brand new school 
shows as they are allowing teens to decide what the characters do and what happens in the show!


“No Big Deal”, which tackles the issue of Substance Mis-Use and “Trust Me”, focusing on Child 
Exploitation, gives young people the opportunity to decide what choice a fictional character makes, 
watch the consequences unfold and then learn from the interactive experience to equip them for the 
real world.


Both shows have been written by the company’s Managing Director, Megan Reilly, and have been 
developed in collaboration with The Hebron Trust and the Safe & Sound Group with support from 
Arts Council England Project Grants.


Artistic Director, Callan Durrant, says: “We know how difficult it is for young people to make the best 
choices for themselves, especially when there’s so much pressure to do so and it can be difficult to 
bounce back from a ‘wrong choice’. We wanted to develop something that allowed young people to 
safely see what happens if they ‘get it wrong’, how to spot warning signs, how to deal with difficult 
situations and to learn how to make the best choices possible.”


If you work in schools, the education sector, a community centre or venue and you are interested in 
Reflex Theatre’s work, you can get in touch via their website www.reflextheatre.co.uk or email them 
at education@reflextheatre.co.uk


Reviews From Previous Work 

“A joy to behold, hugely enjoyable.” 	 	 	 	 	 Bum On A Seat


“Wonderful, amazing work. So impressive.”	 	 	 	 BBC Radio Norfolk


“An innovative and truly creative way of doing theatre.”	 	 Future Radio Norwich 

“A company with great credentials. If you go to Reflex Theatre you’re going to the right place.” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Chris Kinread - Grad2Teach
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